
For Inquiries, please call:

（株） NTT West Hokuriku Kanazawa Hikari Wi-Fi Trial Service Office

076-208-9924
Hours： 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. ／ Weekdays （Excluding weekends, holidays, and New Year holidays)

Kanazawa Hikari Wi-Fi Trial ServiceKanazawa Hikari Wi-Fi Trial Service

Wi-Fi Connection InstructionsWi-Fi Connection Instructions

For first time users, you must complete 

a “new user registration.” Please follow 

the instructions that appear on screen. 

This service provides information about sightseeing in Kanazawa, nearby facilities, and events.

Please follow the below instructions to connect to the network if you have a smartphone with Wi-Fi capabilities.

This service provides information about sightseeing in Kanazawa, nearby facilities, and events.

Please follow the below instructions to connect to the network if you have a smartphone with Wi-Fi capabilities.
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This mark will be displayed in the top part 

of your screen when you have successfully 

connected.

On the wireless network list, “connected” will 

appear under “Kanazawa_wifineKanazawa_wifineKanazawa_wifineKanazawa_wifine”

Push the home button to close the settings 

menu.

When you open your web browser to access a 

website, you will be connected to the following 

login screen.

Kanazawa_wifineKanazawa_wifineKanazawa_wifineKanazawa_wifine

For iPhones/iPads

Select the settings button 

from your home screen. 
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Select the “Wi-Fi” menu.

Kanazawa_wifine

Sliding “Wi-Fi” to on will enable 

it.

Select “Kanazawa_wifineKanazawa_wifineKanazawa_wifineKanazawa_wifine” from 

the wireless network list, 

Wait for a moment while the 

network connects.

This mark will be displayed in the top left hand of 

your screen when you have successfully connected.

A checkmark will appear next to Kanazawa_wifine Kanazawa_wifine Kanazawa_wifine Kanazawa_wifine in the 

Wi-Fi network list.

Push the home button to close the settings menu.

When you open Safari to access a website, you will be 

connected to the following login screen.
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Pushing your device’s home 

screen menu will bring up the 

options menu.

Select the “settings” icon 

located in the bottom right.

Select “Wireless networks”

Select “Wi-Fi Settings”

Checking “Wi-Fi” will enable it.

Select “Kanazawa_wifineKanazawa_wifineKanazawa_wifineKanazawa_wifine” from the 

wireless network list, 

Wait for a moment while the 

network connects.
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※ Menus and screen displays may differ by device.

For Android Smartphones

SSID : Kanazawa_wifine


